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It may be too early to talk about the lessons of the fighting in Afghanistan, but it may not be too early to talk about 
relearning some old lessons. Regardless of Pentagon assurances, the bombing campaign is clearly causing increasing 
political problems and it may be experiencing military problems as well. 

The Taliban, US Bombing and The Non-Fragility of Tyrants 

To set the stage, one key problem we have never been able to solve is determining just how fragile an enemy is politically 
to military action. In general, however, we tend to assume that extremist or tyrannical leadership elites are relatively fragile. 
We assume that autocratic or tyrannical regimes are unpopular and only by fear, and underestimate both the political 
strength of those dependent on the benefits offered by the regime and depth of popular support even the worst regime can 
command as long as it controls the media and political process. We also tend to assume that there are serious fracture 
lines where limited military action will free high levels of suppressed unrest that will turn to popular uprisings or popular 
military action, and cause the instruments of power and control will collapse or change sides. We tend to downplay 
nationalism and ethnocentrism even in areas where religion is not a key factor and assume there is a latent convergence 
towards moderation and democratic values. We let these attitudes influence our military calculations in Somalia, Haiti, 
Bosnia, and Kosovo, and seem to be doing it in Afghanistan. 

Tyrannies do collapse, and often suddenly and without warning, but many also last for decades and some—in North Korea 
and Syria—have lasted long enough to be hereditary. It was reasonable to calculate that the Taliban was so disliked and 
weak relative to the size of Pakistan's total population and ethnic mix that there was some possibility it might collapse 
suddenly. A possibility, however, is not a probability, and we have already shown that the Taliban is not fragile, or at least 
fragile enough. 

We have also seen that the United States and Britain really cannot influence Islamic extremists with kind words about 
Islam. This may not be a clash of civilizations, but the Taliban clearly benefits from the fact its security is reinforced by 
thousands of Arab and Pakistani volunteers who are unusually willing to accept "martyrdom." Ironically, Pakistan's 
alignment with the United States may actually have helped the Taliban in Pashtun areas by defusing the charge it was 
over-dependent on Pakistan. The bombing may have had the same uniting impact it has had in most other countries that 
have been bombed in the past, and shifted opposition towards nationalism and away from resentment of the Taliban. 

Bombing the Taliban 

These same factors make an air campaign extremely difficult. The Taliban only has a limited number of high-value ground 
targets and they are relatively primitive. Once the United States conducts its initial bombing, the Taliban can disperse fairly 
easily, and it does not need caves. In fact, the best strategy is a shell game in populated areas where restrikes may well hit 
civilians that have moved into target areas, where some civilian casualties are inevitable, and where movement over very 
short distances can change the target nightly. 

It does not cost the Taliban much to regress to less advanced facilities. It does not rely on near real-time command and 
control or maneuver. Moving from barracks to homes, and dispersing maintenance and stocks is no a critical issue. 
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Relying on the massive networks of smugglers in Pakistan for resupply creates the equivalent of the Ho Chi Minh trail 
without the military costs and risks. UN and other aid is a political weapon in that it provides protected resupply to reduce 
popular unrest. 

At the same time, minimal effort is needed to keep expanding the number of caves and hiding areas, and opening a cave 
closed by so-called bunker busters is always an option. (So is simply leaving supplies in closed caves and simply opening 
the entrance when the contents are needed.) 

This is a targeting and damage assessment nightmare. Without reliable friendly forces on the ground, it is virtually 
impossible to get enough satellite and UAV coverage to characterize most fixed targets. Most soldiers have no uniforms 
and most trucks are used by both civilians and the Taliban. Simply leaving a depot or facility unoccupied may lead the 
United States to ignore it as a target. Blurring the lines between civilian and military targets is easy. 

It is interesting to note that several days after the air war started, the Pentagon ceased to try to divide targets into headings 
like command and control, maintenance, and logistics. It has never attempted to create the larger range of target 
categories used in the Gulf War, Desert Fox, and Kosovo. We probably have no way to know what facility is or is not of 
strategic value or really impacts on a given aspect of Taliban capability. In most cases, we have no way to know exactly 
what we have blown up or the level of damage involved. 

Area targets in populated areas present major problems. Killing a vehicle compound or any other dispersed facility in an 
urban area means using a precision-guided weapon for each aim point because area weapons cannot be used without 
killing civilians. Every broken down vehicle tends to become a target, and simply leaving old equipment where it is visible 
may turn useless equipment into "decoys." Where something is valuable, there will almost always be time to move most of 
it as long as only a narrow range of aim points are hit on any given day. 

Dug in forces in the field present virtually the same targeting problems. Cluster bombs are notoriously inaccurate and of 
limited lethality against alert dug in troops, but they are the best weapon available. Hitting every major weapon turns even 
a single front like the one north of Kabul into a front with several thousand potential aim points, many of which are very 
difficult to hit with anything other than stable laser illumination or extremely expensive systems with electro-optical 
guidance. Historically, it takes an average of at least two guided weapons to destroy one weapon on the ground-allowing 
for mistargeting, etc. Properly revetted and dug-in equipment is very difficult to spot. Afghan infantry and small unit targets 
also involves the extensive use of small sheltered, hidden fire points. These can be learned through combat and spotted 
from the ground but are extremely difficult to find from the air. 

The suppression of longer-range air defense weapons also has mixed value. Contrary to popular impression, low flying jets 
are lousy platforms for spotting small dispersed targets. It takes a high flier with good lines of vision and advanced 
avionics, and or a well trained forward air controller on the ground with GPS, laser illuminators, and secure 
communications to call in a strike with accuracy. Even then, front lines that are less than a 4-5 kilometers apart can be a 
problem and lines that are a rifle shot apart are a real problem. 

The nature of warfare also tends to expose the advancing side more than the defender until the defender is overrun, and 
many positions in Afghanistan have been fought over so often that defenders can easily fall back from one sheltered set of 
defensive positions to another. As a result, the Taliban forces in the field may only be exposed enough for attack by fixed 
wing jets during relatively narrow time windows even if they attack or are forced to retreat. 

Such Taliban will be far more vulnerable to attack helicopters using nap of the earth tactics, but this may expose the 
helicopters to AA and manportable surface-to-air missile fire and spotting disperse AA and light SAM positions is very 
difficult. As a result, hitting hard with airpower against Taliban and Al Qaida forward positions may well require t large-scale 
and persistent operations by attack helicopters, but this will mean US losses.  

The Lack of Good Political Alternatives  

These problems in trying to use airpower to shatter the Taliban, are compounded by problems in using it to support the 
opposition to the Taliban and make this opposition the substitute for US ground troops.  

We tend to "sanctify" those who support us -- or who we need in an alliance -- just as we "demonize" our opponent. This is 
particularly dangerous in the case of Afghanistan, here many military commanders and warlords in the Tajik and Uzbeck 
factions has a history of incompetence, corruption, killing prisoners of war, and betrayal. No one really seems to want to 
analyze the military history of the commanders in the Northern Alliance. While a few do have a good track record, it is far 
from clear why even Afghans who dislike the Taliban would welcome most commanders back. This is particularly true 
when they are from a different ethnic group, clan, tribe, or linguistic faction. 
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The idea that Pashtuns in Kabul and Qandahar are just waiting for non-Taliban warlords to "liberate" them seems more 
than passing strange. The idea that a Mazaar e-Shariff that has been purged of much of its pro-Dostum leaders, and a 
region that knows Dostum's history, is going to rise up broadly in support of him is difficult to justify. 

We know far less about the Hazara (Shiite) factions in the West, the Baluchs, and any anti-Taliban Pashtuns. We do know, 
however, that the Taliban purged these regions and commanders repeatedly, that there were mass executions, and that 
the Taliban has garrisoned every major hostile city and used its religious police and volunteers as internal security forces. 
The purges of anti-Taliban Pashtuns in 1999, 2000, and 2001 must also have had a considerable effect.  

Using the Opposition as Ground Forces: The Military Limits 

At the same time, we know some things about the military capabilities of the opposition which give us additional problems 
in using air power. 

The only part of the Northern Alliance with significant numbers of heavy weapons is the largely Tajik faction in the 
Northeast. This faction consistently lost even when Massoud was still commander. It survived because it occupied terrain 
that made further assaults extremely difficult, but it was forced to divide into two fronts with no major airfield for resupply 
and very poor lines of communication. While it is estimated to have some 15,000 combatants, the actual number may be 
closer to 7,500 and it may have less than 200 tanks and other armored vehicles, and around the same number of tube 
artillery, multiple rocket launchers, and heavy mortars. The operational readiness of this equipment is uncertain and the 
ability to sustain any kind of movement for more than a few kilometers is equally uncertain. 

There are reports of air drops, rafting in equipment from Tajikistan, new resupply of major weapons from Russia, and more 
volunteers. In practice, however, these forces are now very weak and poorly supplied and it may take US special forces 
and other advisors moths to help these forces reorganize and use Russian equipment more effectively. The US could bring 
in some specialized equipment like TOW anti-armor weapons, helicopter transportable light mountain howitzers, radars for 
targeting artillery, but resupplying and retraining Northern Alliance forces in the Northeast with US equipment might well 
have to wait until the winter is over and then take several months. 

Using airpower to try to shatter the forward lines of the Taliban near Kabul is difficult at best for the reasons already 
outlined. It is probably impossible unless the United States can coordinate a Northern Alliance advance with several 
hundred close air support and interdiction sorties over a one or two days, the United States has large numbers of forward 
air controllers on the ground and the Northern Alliance actually maneuvers on schedule. In addition, the Taliban forces 
must be forced to move and expose themselves. Even then, it is unclear that fixed-wing aircraft can really substitute for 
attack helicopters. No combination of fixed wing fighters and AC-130s could do this in large-scale combat in Vietnam, 
although the similarities are uncertain. 

As for the opposition forces around cities like Mazaar e-Shariff and Herat, they have uncertain leadership, are divided into 
relatively small cells of forces, and have little heavy weapons. The Taliban has evidentially been able to reinforce its 
garrisons in these areas, and our targeting seems to be even more uncertain than it is around Kabul and Kandahar. 

We can aid the opposition forces around cities like Mazaar e-Shariff and Herat by air dropping antitank guided weapons, 
light artillery, and squad weapons. We can send in forward air controllers and special forces advisors. However, fixed wing 
fighters and AC-130s will have even more problems finding and killing the right targets in dispersed and combat active 
Taliban/Al Qaeda forces at the right time than they will on the front around Kabul. The forces will probably be even more 
dispersed, and their rear area facilities and equipment even less developed and easier to disperse and move. 

Once again, attack helicopters could be much more effective if the United States is willing to take losses, but some kind of 
nearby base or forward base would be needed for recovery and to secure sustained high sortie-rate operations, and 
staging out of the Kitty Hawk though Pakistan would present major problems in operating near Mazaar e-Shariff and Herat. 

Bombing, Ramadan, Winter, and the Ground-Air Option 

It is still too early to make firm judgments, but it seems increasingly likely that the present air campaign will not have the 
cumulative effect that the United States desires. A bombing pause during Ramadan would make things far worse simply 
because it would give the Taliban what it needs most-nearly a month before winter to disperse as well as possible, 
resupply its garrisons and front lines, smuggle in supplies and move them forward from Pakistan, and perfect its shell 
game while it is not under attack. Going on with the bombing, however, is unlikely to attrit the Taliban to collapse or allow 
the Northern Alliance to make major gains. 

The alternative is to deploy large numbers of attack helicopters, but this will be very difficult to make work from the Kitty 
Hawk and hard even with active bases in Pakistan. It probably means bases as close to the Herat-Mazaar e-Sharrif-
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Taliqan-Baghram axis in northern Afghanistan as possible. It also means extensive deployment of forward air controllers 
and US/British advisors, and major air drops or heliborne resupply. It may also take US and British special forces and 
ranger operations in support of the opposition in some cases. This, in turn, might mean significant casualties. 

Even then, it seems unlikely that such US-British ground-air operations would be enough to enable the Afghan opposition 
to win major gains before winter, and it might take a major envelopment action or raid to give the United States a forward 
base it could secure around Heart or Mazaar e-Shariff. This would not be a US/British ground war in any classic sense, but 
it would be a US-British air-ground war very different from anything like the current air campaign. 
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